Social Safety For Students
What to do when you feel unsafe

We want you - WUR students - to be assured of a positive and safe environment for your studies. This infographic shows you who to contact for advice, support, or to report incidents.

We are here to support you!
Go to wur.eu/socialsafety
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Confidential Counsellor
• You experienced undesirable behaviour from a fellow student or WUR employee.
• You need advice, support, or want to submit a formal complaint.

Confidential Contact Persons
• All WUR study- and student (sports)associations have confidential contact persons to whom you can turn.

Ombudsperson
• You want to address structural problems or injustices affecting a group of people.
• You are looking for impartial advice, referral, investigation, or mediation.

Confidential Counsellor
• You suspect a possible breach of scientific integrity.
• You seek advice or want to submit a complaint.

General Practitioner
• You have concerns or complaints about your health.

Scientific Integrity

Student Psychologist
• You need help because a social unsafe situation is affecting your mental health.

Emergency
In case of a criminal offense, report this to the police
• In case of an emergency: call 112
• Other cases: call 0900 - 8844 or go to politie.nl

Suicide Prevention
• Are you thinking of suicide? Call 0800-0113 or chat via 113.nl

External Support
• Sexual Violence – centrumseksueelgeweld.nl
• Domestic Violence – veilighuisgm.nl
• Discrimination – discriminatiecoast.nl
• Addiction – iriszorg.nl

Social Safety Contact Point
For a listening ear, initial advice & referral
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